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Two sets of ultraviolet images of the Jovian north aurora were obtained with the Faint
Object Camera on board the Hubble Space Telescope. The first series shows an intense
discrete arc in near corotation with the planet. The maximum apparent molecular hy-
drogen emission rate corresponds to an electron precipitation of -1 watt per square
meter, which is about 30,000 times larger than the solar heating by extreme ultraviolet
radiation. Such a particle heating rate of the auroral upper atmosphere of Jupiter should
cause a large transient temperature increase and generate strong thermospheric winds.
Twenty hours after initial observation, the discrete arc had decreased in brightness by
more than one order of magnitude. The time scale and magnitude of the change in the
ultraviolet aurora leads us to suggest that the discrete Jovian auroral precipitation is
related to large-scale variations in the current system, as is the case for Earth's discrete
aurorae.
The first observations of the ultraviolct
(UV) aurora on Jupiter were obtained by
tile UV spectrometer (UVS) on board the
Voyager land 2 spacecraft in 1979 (1-3).
l)ata accumulated since 1980 with the U\:
spectrograph on the International Ultravi-
olet Explorer flUE) satellite (4) have been
used to indirectly characterize the main fea-
tures of the m_wphological and brighmess
distribution of the aurora. From these early
observations, some infornmtion was derived
on its temporal behavior, kiven,dood et al.
(4) analyzed 10 years of IUE data anti fi_und
that the average observed auroral brighmess
profile was generally stable within a factor
of about 2 to 3. The lack of spatial resolu-
tion of these nonitna_ing instruments did
not allow the detcrmiru/tion of whether
morphological changes (in auroral shape or
latitude) were associated with the bright-
ness variations (4, 5). Some morphological
differences were observed in 1992 on two
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Faint Ob-
ject Camera (FOC) images (6) wida nearly
identical central meridian longitudes sepa-
rated by abtnlt _ days. However, in this case,
both the maxinlul!t local brighmess and the
integrated radiated power showed little
variation. The question of teinpt_ral vari-
ability is of major importance in tinder-
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standing the origin and the acceleration
mechanisnls of the aunmd particles exciting
the J_wian UV aurora.
Basic differences exist between the mag-
netospheres of Jupiter anti the Earth. The
Earth's magnetosphere dynamics, con-
trolled by the solar wind dynamo, orvanize
auroral processes in a local time frame of
reference with peak activity m the mid-
night sector. These processes take place on
magnetic field lines from the central to
distant plasma sheet in the nightside mag-
netotai[. By contrast, the much tnore exten-
sive Jovian magnetosphere is in quasi-coro-
ration with the planet up to distances of
abtmt 20 Jovian radii. This feature explains
why the UVS experiment on board Voyager
(3) did nor detect any significant day-night
variation.
In July 1993, two series tff three HST
FOC images, each of the UV aurora, were
taken nearly 20 hours apart to investigate
the question of temporal variability. The
filter isolated a 20-nm-wide region centered
on 153 nm (7), which is dominated by the
emission of the molecular hydrogen Lyman
bands (H e Lyman) and the continuum. The
relevant parameters of the observations are
specified in Table 1.
Unexpectedly, the first series of expo-
sures recorded a very bright auroral event
that gave rise to a FOC count leve[ about
fimr times higher than any previous obser-
vations made with the same instrumental
ctmfiguration. Nearly parallel spectrograph-
ic measurements made with the IUE (8)
reveal that rite emitted U\: auroral radia-
tion reached the second highest level re-
corded m over 12 years of 1UE Jovian au-
roral observations. In the first exposure of
the first series ([1) (Fig. IA), a bright but
longitudinally lilntted portion of the auroral
arc is visible near the approaching (dawn)
limb of the planet. In the third exposure
([ 3) (Fig. 1P,), the bright arc is considerably
more extended m longitude. A comparison
of the location of the emission morphology
on the two exposures (9) shows that the
entire pattern is in quasi-corotation with
the planet. However, the leading edge of
the bright arc is shifted to smaller longi-
tudes by _52 °, which is less than the 65 ° of
planetary rotation. This slippage may be
caused by a tetnpcwal brightness change
along the auroral oval over the 107 rain
separating the two itllages.
The quasi-corotation demonstrates the
predoinmantl'_' longitudinal contro[ nf the
auroral emission of Jupiter already suggested
by rite first FOC images at the I:/man ¢,
frequency, obtained in 1992, (10)and by
years of IUE observations (4). The aurora
has art uncertain brightness distribution
along the auroral oval and may have a local
time dependence as well as a longitude
dependence. We also expect these H: Ly-
man emissions to be considerably brighter
near the limb ( 11 ). For example, the appar-
ent brighmess near the limb is expected to
be about eight times brighter than an iden-
tical aurora would be on the central merid-
ian at a latitude of 60°N.
In the background-subtracted versions of
inmges 12 and W1 (Fig. 2, A and B, respec-
tively), the bright arc seen in Fig. IA
stretches from a latitude of 60°N and a
system III longitude (Xli I) of 180 ° to _70°N
on the dawn limb. A second, weaker spot of
emission extends along the central meridi-
an. Weak, diffuse emission fills the entire
polar cap and reaches -50°N near hii i =
190 °. The brightest pixels correspond to a
count rate of _13 ct>unts per pixel. This
level is higher than previous HST FOC
observations (6, 12, 13), which typically
reached 2 to 4 counts per pixcl above the
disk background fi_r similar exposure times.
Converted intt_ an apparent emission rate,
the most intense parts of the auroral arcs in
images 11, 12, and 13 reach _3.6 megaray-
leighs (l MR = 10 l: photons per square
centimeter per second) of H, Lyman
Table 1. Main characteristics of the HST FOC
auroral observations. Abbreviations: UT, universal
time; a, wavelength; CML, central meridian longi-
tude; NUV, near ultraviolet.
Central CML
Date UT X (nm) (degrees) Image
17 July 00:47 210 51 NUV
02:21 153 108 I1
03:48 153 160 12
04:08 153 172 13
23:16 153 146 Wl
18 July 00:41 153 198 W2
01:01 153 210 W3
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emission, equivalent to --6 MR uf total H 2
emission (14).
Figure 2B illustrates the drmnatic change
that occurred during about two Jovian ro-
tations. The bright arc previously seen at
kil I > 180 ° faded to a tnuch weaker zone of
inhomogencous emission with at maximum
near 60°N, hie = 200 °. Table 2 shows a
comparison of the total power radiated in
lq e Lyman in images I2 and Wl and the
Inaxiunm_ count rotes in both exposures.
The peaks of the auroral emission are in a
ratio uf nearly 8 to 1. However, the bright-
est part of the intense arc in Fix. 2A maps
into it weak zone of _-1 count per pixel,
indicating a drop to 1/13 t+f the local emis-
sion rate.
A global view of the aunmd tn_rphohtg'¢
and its variation during the event is best
given by composite polar orthographic pro-
jections of images 11, 12, and 1_, (Fig. 2(.')
and WI, W2, and W3 (Fix. 2[)); they illus-
trate how the overall decrease in emission
affected the morphology of the emission.
The bright aurora observed in the first
group of images (Fig. 2(2) lies close to but
not along the uval described by the fitot-
print of the magnetic field lines crossing
the equatorial plane at 30 Jovian radii
(RI). Gdrard et al. (12) mapped the aurura
observed over a complete Jovian rotation
and fimnd that a better fit can be obtained
by shifting the center of the model oval by
a few degrees. The leading edge of the
bright emission lies near k m = 180 °, al-
though a weaker extension is observed up to
165 °. A secondary weaker alignment is seen
along the 160 ° meridian, extending from
62°N up tit the limit of visibility. Dimmer
unstructured aurora is visible inside and
outside the discrete ctnission. It reaches an
equatorward limit of +50°N at k m - 180 °
at the let threshold applied to the individ-
ual images. The corresponding projection
20 hours later (Fig. 2D) shows, in agree-
ment with Fig. 2B, considerable brighmess
variations, but the morphology is reminis-
cent of Fig. 2C;. A weak emission band is
still present parallel to and outside of the 30
Rj oval at _.111> 180°' These features lead to
the conclusion that the bright auroral arc
already observed previously in the sector
kin > 180 ° overlaid a diffuse auroral region
that remained nearly invariant in bright-
ness throughout the event.
Table 2 lists the estimated total radiated
prover over the half hemisphere fhcing the
Earth derived from both [2 and W1. Using
an energy conversion of _7 tot electron
deposition (assuming that the auroral par-
ticles are energetic electrons) in a H e atmo-
sphere (15-17), we fred that the 6 MR of
total H, emission correspond to a local flux
of _1 'iv,/m • and it total radiated power uf
l0 I-' W. Thc input of such a high energy
flux must considerably perturb the energy
Fig. 1. Images of the Jovian aurora obtained at a wavelength of 153 nm with the HST FOC. The
brightness of the disk background from solar UV radiation scattered by the atmosphere decreases from
the mid-latitudes (lower left) to the polar region. The planetary limb is visible against dark space. (A) The
first image of the first sequence (exposure I1),The aurora is visible near the limb and forms an ansa or loop
near the (astronomical) eastern edge of the oval, (B) The third image (exposure 13)shows how the auroral
distribution evolved in the 107 rain separating the two exposures.
balance and the temperature profile of the
Jovian upper atmosphere. As energetic elec-
trons interact with the hydrogen gas by
elastic and inelastic collisions, a large frac-
tion of the energy input is converted into
local gas heating. The consequences of an
electron power input of _I W m -e can be
crudely estimated with simple one-dimen-
sional (1D) energy degradation and energy
balance models (16, 18).
Because no direct infi_rmation on the
energy distribution of the auroral particles is
available, we base our estimates on the HST
spectroscopy observations of Trafton et al.
(19) with it corresponding spectral power
index of -4 and a low-energy cutoff at 22
keV. Two situations may be analyzed: (i) A
1D numerical model provides an upper lim-
it of the temperature, and (it) a more real-
istic concept that includes the time re-
sponse and horizontal transport of the _[)
atmospheric system is considered. The
high-altitude (exospheric) temperature for
the case of 1 W m- -' calculated at steady
state with a ID model by Wake et al. (16)
is 230,000 K, which is much higher than
the observed H_' temperature of 1000 to
1500 K (20). The molecular diffttsion times
just above the methane homopause where
the maximum heating occurs are much
longer than a Jovian day. Therefore, we can
examine a zonally averaged heating rate,
which leads to a reduction in the vertically
integrated heat flux (15 ergs cm 2 s I) and
a corresponding exospheric temperature of
_000 K. The vertical temperature profile for
this zonally averaged case is shown in Fig. 3
along with an obserwttionally constrained
profile fi_r a more typical aurora (19) (10 tit
100 less than the extremely bright aurora of
Figs. 1 and 2). The time-variable tempera-
turc profile is bounded by these two ex-
Table 2. Local and integrated emission and en-
ergy flux.
12 Wl
Maximum local count 13,3 1.7
(counts per pixel)




Local energy flux (W m :+) >0.75 0.1
Total counts 18,100 5,400
Observed radiated power 1 0.3
(H2 bands) (10 _2W)
Estimated precipitated 7 2
power (electrons)
(1012 W)
treme cases. The initial temperatures may
have risen locally to over 100,000 K. One
can speculate that transport subsequently
redistributed the heat by means of advec-
tire processes. Finally, a high exospheric
temperature of over 3000 K quite likely
persisted for several hours at all auroral
hmgitudes with infrared hot spot structures
remaining over the initial zone of heating
and significant winds generated as a result
of the large energy input.
An additional consideration is the un-
certainty in our knowledge of the spectrum
of the incoming precipitating particles. The
exospheric temperature result is quite sen-
sitive to the low-energy portion of this spec-
trum because the precipitating particles de-
posit their energy at high altitudes (pressure
levels of about 1 nbar) that are further
removed from the hydrocarbon cooling lay-
er. For example, fitr 215-eV electrons, en-
ergy influxes on the order of 100 ergs cm -'
s i produce exosphcric tetnperatures of
over 10 _' K. At these temperatures, the at-
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Fig. 3. Steady-state vertical distribution of the
temperature of the Jovian auroral atmosphere cal
culated for electron precipitation with a 22 keV
cutoff and for a total integrated heating rate of 15
ergs cm _ s _ (solid line). For comparison, the
profile derived from observational spectroscopic
constraints (20) is also shown (dotted line).
Fig. 2. (A and B) Background-subtracted version of the auroral images with a latitude-longitude grid
coordinate (in red). Only features > l_r above the background are color-coded. Latitude parallels are
separated by 10° and meridians increase by 20 ° from the lower right to the upper left. The white dots
indicate the footprint of the 30-Rj field lines calculated from the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) O<
magnetic field model (27). (A)Exposure 12showing an exceptionally bright aurora with a complex intensity
distribution. (B) Exposure W1 showing a dramatic change in auroral brightness over the 19.5 hours since
the observation in (A). (C and D) Polar projections of the two sets of bright and weak auroral images where
data points > l<r above the disk background are considered. System III longitudes increase in 20' steps
clockwise from the reference meridian (,ku_ 0:'), which is oriented toward the top. The 180° meridian is
toward the bottom. (C) A composite of the bright images I1. 12,and 13, and (D) a combination of the
weaker images W1, W2, and W3.
tnosphere is no longer in hydrostatic equi-
librimn and literally blows off, creating a
hydrogen corona. A very ]ugh temperature
may help explain the highly Doppler-broad-
ened L'¢man ot profiles that have been ob-
served by lUg and more recently by HST
(21). They may also explain why the aurora
SCeIllS t+,) often occur Dear tile holllOpil/ISe
level rather than in the thernlospherc
(where cooling by hydrocarbons is negligi-
ble), particularly at its hrightest intensity
(22). Indeed, the unly stable situatiot_t in
tile case of energy input over 50 ergs cm .
s I is when the altitude of the heating and
cooling rates nearly coincide.
[rt the case of the previous exceptional
Jovian auroral event observed with IUE, it
was dcmtmstratcd that the auror;tl enhance-
tncnt coincided with the arrival at Jupiter ot
a solar density disturbance, identified as a
c.ronal mass ejection (5). Therefi_re, we
searched fi_r similar associations with the
Jtdy 199 } event. The Ulysses spacecraft was
at high heliographic latitude in July 199 a),
and tile phlstna data confirm that it was tltlt
t+t the >trealner belt at tile time tff t,ur
observations (23). Therefore, the Ulysses
data are not usefld in determining the s_,l;ir
wind conditions at Jupiter during the event.
Tile clmracteristic time of the observed
brightness variation was less thatl 20 hours.
This factor, together with the auroral loca-
non at high latitudes (30 RI), indicates
that the origin of auroral particles is not
directly connected to the 1o plasma torus (6
RI). Rather, they appear to origin;tte from
the tin,re distant (lniddle) magnetosphere
and may bc linked to field-aligned currents,
observed during the Ulysses enc_+unter with
tile .]_wian magnetosphere, associated with
a high-latitude ittlrora[ arc observed at the
1.yman c_ wavelength with the HST (24). It
is interesting to compare the auroral pro-
cesses at Jupiter with the better document-
ed and understood terrestrial counterpart.
Tile above arguments (high latitude, short
time scale) suggest field-aligned current-
driven auroral precipitations analog.ous t_
the terrestrial discrete aurora.
The strungly enh'allced auroral emission
reported here was observed on dayside field
lines and was essentially fixed m magnetic
longitude, not in l_citl time. Longitudinally
fixed auroral fi_rtns are consistent with the
dominance of the corotational convective
flow within the Jovian magnetosphere. In
the tuner magnetosphere (<20 RI), the
plasma motion is dummated I_y the coroti|-
tion electric fiekl generated by the rapid
rotation of the Jovian atmosphere-iono-
sphere. Outside of this distance (20 RI),
the plasma acceleration titne becomes h)ng-
er than the plasma outflow time. This sug+
gests a dec_mpling of the ionospherc from
the magnetosphere, thai is, a departure
tiom rigid corotation (25). This presents
the possibility that reconncction processes
near the magtlett)p;mse may produce local+
ized s_+lar wind convection cells in the outer
nmgnetospherc, which may result in shears
m the plasma t]mv near the pla,,ma __ort+ta-
tion boundary, in turn prt+ducmg the field-
aligned currents that are resp_nsitqe fi_r the
high-latitude iltlroril. Evidence therefl_rc
.,uggests that auroral precipitations, qmilar-
ly driven on Jupiter and the Earth Ivy field-
aligned currents, nevertheless _riginate
from. diflierent nlechanisms+
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